RAVELLE™ DIRECT-VENT GAS FIREPLACES

The Ravelle™ direct-vent gas ﬁreplaces balance
elegant design, premium-quality construction,
and two heating capacities for unmatched ﬂexibility.

Ravelle™ 42 shown with black nickel Classic face and brushed nickel Aspen™ insets.

OThe Ravelle™ direct-vent gas fireplaces are a unique combination of high-efficiency heating capacity and versatile,

elegant design. The Ravelle 30 delivers 30,000 BTUs for moderately sized areas, including bedrooms and dens,

and features a brilliant, glowing ember bed and hand-painted logs. The Ravelle 42 features a unique, towering

fire presentation with exceptionally detailed logs cast from real wood and produces an impressive 42,000 BTUs to

heat large areas. With a variety of faces available, many in four different finish options, each Ravelle fireplace can be

customized to fit into almost any décor. In addition to offering a variety of options, every Ravelle fireplace is built with

premium-grade materials and the utmost commitment to quality. O
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ARCH FACE

The Arch face, with its soft curve, creates a perfect frame for
the warm, dancing fire produced by the Ravelle fireplaces.
The variety of finishes and insets available allows you to
customize your fireplace to fit your unique home and
lifestyle. Choose from four different finishes (gold, brushed
nickel, black nickel and black) and three different insets
(Aspen™, Napa™, and Tuscan™) to build the perfect look
for your fireplace.

INSET DESIGNS

Aspen™

Napa™

Tuscan™

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Ravelle™ 42 shown with brushed nickel Arch face, brushed nickel Tuscan
insets and standard brick liner.

CLASSIC FACE

Gold

Brushed Black
nickel nickel

Black

The Classic face has a simple and understated design that will
fit any décor. Select from four different finishes (gold, brushed
nickel, black nickel, and black) and three different insets
(Aspen, Napa, and Tuscan), to create the perfect statement
for your hearth.

INSET DESIGNS

Aspen

Napa

Tuscan

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Gold
Ravelle™ 42 shown with gold Classic face, brushed nickel Napa insets
and standard brick liner.

Brushed Black
nickel nickel

Black

SCREEN FACE

The Screen face has a clean look accented with soft
curves and a screen to diffuse the light of the dancing
flames. The understated design of the face allows it to
fit naturally into almost any style of home. With subtle
elegance, the Screen face brings the timeless appeal
of an open wood-burning fireplace to your home and
provides a barrier to prevent direct contact with the
hot glass surface.

Ravelle™ 42 shown with Screen face and standard brick liner.

FOUNDRY FACE
™

Ravelle™ 42 shown with Foundry™ face.

The Foundry™ face, with its hand-hammered black
nickel straps, provides a rustic elegance to any home.
Each face is made by hand and is an original piece—
no two Foundry faces will ever be the same.

CAST PILLAR FACE

(Ravelle 30 only)
™

With its stately columns and choice of delicate
filigree or more contemporary bar grille, the
Cast Pillar face will complement and anchor any
room. The dimension and beauty of a cast face
and a large bay window combine to create a
striking piece of architecture for your home.

Cast Pillar face with Bar grilles

Ravelle™ 30 shown with Cast Pillar face with Bar grilles.

Cast Pillar face with Filigree grilles

FORCED-AIR DUCT KIT

(Ravelle 42 only)

The optional Forced-Air Duct Kit allows you to direct warm air from
your Ravelle 42 DV fireplace into adjacent rooms, either above or
next to the fireplace, up to 20 ft. away. Ask your dealer for details.

INSTALLATION CONFIGURATIONS
The Ravelle™ fireplace can be installed in
residential living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms,
kitchens or mobile homes in these various
configurations.

CORNER
FLUSH

Heated air is pulled off
of the ﬁreplace and
vented into other rooms.

EXTENDED

CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR TASTE
STEP 1: MODEL AND BTU LEVEL
RAVELLE™ 30

Choose the Ravelle™ 30 or
Ravelle 42 based on your
specific heating needs.

RAVELLE 42

30,000 BTUs

42,000 BTUs

400–1,400 SQ. FT.*

1,000–2,250 SQ. FT.*

STEP 2: FACE
Choose your face and finish.
A) Arch

B) Classic

Aspen™

Aspen

Napa™

Napa

Tuscan™

Tuscan

Choose your face color and choose your inset
color. All faces and insets available in gold,
brushed nickel, black nickel, and black.

C) Screen**

Choose your face color and choose your inset
color. All faces and insets available in gold,
brushed nickel, black nickel, and black.

D) Foundry™

E) Cast Pillar (Ravelle 30 only)

Cast Pillar face with Filigree grilles

Cast Pillar face with Bar grilles

STEP 3: LINER (required)

STEP 5: WHOLE-HOME COMFORT SYSTEM (optional)

Customize your Ravelle with a hand-painted refractory panel.
Each panel is cast from real brick or stone and finished by hand
for a truly authentic surface.

This pressure-differentiating
cold air return system circulates
heated air throughout your
home. Ask your dealer for
details.

Tan Brick

Red Brick

STEP 4: THERMOSTAT (optional)
Adjust the comfort level of your room or home
with a convenient hand-held remote
thermostat (Ravelle 42 only). Wall-mounted
thermostat also available.

Architectural Stone
(Ravelle 42 only)

STEP 6: FORCED-AIR DUCT KIT
(optional–Ravelle 42 only)
Allows your Ravelle 42 fireplace to direct
warm air to adjacent rooms. Ask your
dealer for details.

*Square-feet heating capacities are approximations only. Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel will
affect overall appearance of fire and heating performance. Performance can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and
type of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is operated.
**Provides a barrier to prevent direct contact with hot glass surface

LOG SETS

STANDARD FEATURES
Variety of faces and finishes available to
complement a broad range of architectural styles
State-of-the-art burn technology and highly
detailed logs provide the look of an authentic
wood-burning fire
a. Glowing ember bed in the Ravelle™
30 creates authentic-appearing fire
presentations
b. Hand-painted logs cast from real wood
in the Ravelle 42 offer a genuine hearth
appearance whether the fireplace is on
or off
Realistic fireplace depth

Ravelle™ 30 log set and burn

a

200-CFM blower
High-efficiency wall-furnace-rated fireplace
operates without electrical power
Heavy, 12-gauge aluminized steel firebox
construction
Limited Lifetime Warranty

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Whole-Home Comfort System™ provides
superior comfort by circulating warm air
throughout your home

Ravelle 42 log set and burn

b

Forced-air duct kit allows you to duct heat from
your Ravelle into adjoining rooms (available on
Ravelle 42 only)
Wall thermostat
Remote thermostat
(available on Ravelle 42 only)

WHOLE-HOME COMFORT SYSTEM™

EVEN HEAT FOR YOUR HOME

The exclusive Whole-Home Comfort System uses a pressure-differentiating cold air return system to circulate heated air from
your Ravelle™ gas fireplace throughout your home, warming your entire house, not just one room. This system is designed to
work with or without a blower. The Whole-Home Comfort System utilizes natural convection to function effectively, even during
a power outage. Ask your dealer for details.

Air intake draws
in cool air

Warm air circulates
throughout home

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

RAVELLE™ 30
HEATING CAPACITY*
FIREPLACE WEIGHT
BTU INPUT - NATURAL GAS
LP GAS (PROPANE)
CANADIAN ENERGUIDE
RATING
STEADY-STATE EFFICIENCY**
BLOWER
DV PIPE DIAMETER

UP TO 1,400 SQ. FT.
200 LBS.
HIGH 30,000 / LOW 20,000
HIGH 28,500 / LOW 20,000
NATURAL GAS 56.88%
LP GAS (PROPANE) 67.04%
82% – 86%
200-CFM VARIABLE-SPEED BLOWER
4" x 6-5/8" SECURITY™ SECURE VENT™
OR OTHER

RAVELLE 42
HEATING CAPACITY*
FIREPLACE WEIGHT
BTU INPUT - NATURAL GAS
LP GAS (PROPANE)
CANADIAN ENERGUIDE
RATING
STEADY-STATE EFFICIENCY**
BLOWER
HORIZONTAL DV PIPE
VERTICAL DV PIPE

J REAR WIDTH*24-1/2"
K FRONT WIDTH
L OVERALL UNIT HEIGHT TO
TOP OF HEADER STAND-OFF
M UNIT DEPTH*
N REAR HEIGHT
O BACK OF FIREPLACE TO
CENTERLINE OF FLUE
STARTER COLLAR

O
J
K

N

7-1/2"

10"

10"

5"

3"

N/A
38-1/2"
(8" OVERHANG)

N/A
47-5/8"
(7-1/2"
OVERHANG)

20-3/4"
35-1/2"
10-3/4"

M

FRAMING DIMENSIONS
Minimum framing distances necessary to
maintain safe clearances to combustible
materials.
Note: The ﬁreplace may be placed directly
on wood or non-combustible ﬂoor, but
not on vinyl ﬂoor covering or carpet.
30
41-1/2"
41"
21"

P (WIDTH)
Q (HEIGHT)
R (DEPTH)

Optional forced-air power
heat duct (ﬂoor)

42
44-1/2"
48"
21"

Optional forced-air power
heat duct (wall)
P

SIDEWALL

6-1/4"

21"
27-1/8"
8-1/2"

*These dimensions include the 3/4" stand-offs.

CLEARANCES
42
16"
10"
3-1/2"

43"
47-3/4"

Refer to manual for multiple horizontal and
vertical vent pipe configuration approvals.

UP TO 2,250 SQ. FT.
250 LBS.
HIGH 42,000 / LOW 29,500
HIGH 37,000 / LOW 25,000
NATURAL GAS 50.43%
LP GAS (PROPANE) 53.47%
83% – 86%
200-CFM VARIABLE-SPEED BLOWER
5" x 8" SECURITY SECURE VENT OR OTHER
4" x 6-5/8" SECURITY SECURE VENT
OR OTHER

30
13"
8-1/2"
3-3/4"

42

L

*Square-feet heating capacities are approximations only. Local conditions, such as elevation, wind,
vent configuration and choice of fuel will affect overall appearance of fire and heating performance.
Performance can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of fuel used,
appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is operated.
**Efficiency varies slightly with various pipe configurations.

A FACE TO MANTEL
B FACE TO TOP FACING
C FACE TO SIDE FACING OR
SIDE WALL
D SIDE FACING OR SIDE WALL
TO OUTSIDE EDGE OF
GLASS DOOR FRAME
E NON-COMBUSTIBLE
CONCRETE BOARD (TOP)
F NON-COMBUSTIBLE
CONCRETE BOARD (SIDE)
G HEARTH EXTENSION*
H MINIMUM COMBUSTIBLE
MANTEL HEIGHT FROM
BASE OF FIREPLACE

30
29-3/4"
41"
40-3/4"

H
A

GAS
INLET
SIDE

R

E

B

BLOWER/
POWER*
INLET SIDE

Q

*Fireplace is not dependent on fan or outside electrical
supply to operate.

F
D

C

*Hearth extension is always recommended and required in some
cases—see manual for details.

G
Shown with conceptual illustration of optional forced-air power heat ducting
(Ravelle 42 only). Refer to manual for details.

PRODUCTS YOU CAN COUNT ON
Lennox is committed to providing you with high-quality products.
A qualified dealer can help you find the right product to give you
years of comfort and enjoyment.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is
extremely hot during operation. Read and understand all operating
instructions before using this appliance. For further information,
consult your dealer.
Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult
installation instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions,
specifications, colors and prices are subject to change or
discontinuance without notice.
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